Security breaches threaten

SENSITIVE CLIENT
INFORMATION
Unfortunately, despite the good intentions, law firms represent an
easy target for attackers due to a generally weak security posture.
Researchers estimate that 93% of law firms have been hacked and
the remaining 7% just don’t know it yet.

Anatomy of a
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ATTACK
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Recent Cybersecurity Incidents Involving Law Firms
The “Panama Papers.”

Cravath/Weil.

This was an unprecedented “leak” of more than 11

On March 29, 2016, the Wall Street Journal reported

Initial Infection

million documents/files spanning over four decades,

that hackers had broken into the files of some of the

Ransomware infection typically happens

from the Panama law firm, Mossack Fonseca. That

biggest law firms in an insider-trading scheme that

firm is reportedly the fourth largest “offshore” law

involved planned mergers. Although the Manhattan

firm, which helps establish secret shell companies

U.S. attorney’s press release didn’t name the firms,

and offshore accounts and companies for global

news media matched details in the release to law

power players. Among other items of note, the

firms that represented parties in the mergers and

documents revealed the names of world leaders

named Cravath, Swaine & Moore and Weil Gotshal &

who have established offshore tax havens.

Manges as being victims of the hack.

DLA Piper.

“Oleras.”

In the recent case of DLA Piper, the nightmare began

“Oleras” targeted 48 law firms. It was recently

the system for files to encrypt. Some

in June 2017, and led the firm to shut down global IT

discovered that a Russian cybercriminal named

forms of ransomware will also spread to

functions. For at least a week, the firm’s phones and

“Oleras” and his/her gang had targeted 48 of the

email systems were down, with attorneys and staff

nation’s most prestigious law firms to try to steal

instructed to communicate via text and cell-phone

confidential client information for insider trading.

calls. On July 7th, the American Lawyer reported

The plan, according to firm Flashpoint, was to

that the firm was still struggling to recover from

infiltrate the law firms’ networks, use keywords to

the attack, and that the fallout could cost “millions.”

obtain drafts of merger agreements, confidentiality

Data Encryption

As American Lawyer put it, “Consider litigators

agreements and trading activities, and then engage

Encryption of data, documents or

unable to access motions on a deadline. Trial lawyers

in insider trading.

preparing for arguments without key documents.
Transactional lawyers unable to communicate

when an unsuspecting user clicks on a link
or opens an infected attachment in an
email correspondence.

The Spread
Once on a host, the ransomware searches

mapped network drives.

the operationed system can take
place instantaneously, making them
inaccessible to the user.

with clients attempting to close multibillion-dollar
deals.” Clearly, this incident will be remembered as a
cautionary tale for the legal industry with regard to
the impact of a cyber breach.

Message Displayed
A ransom screen instructs the user
how much time they have to pay a fine
in return for a decryption key. In the

STAY AHEAD OF THE THREAT. BluVector takes minutes to install, costs significantly less than the fiery
competition, detects zero-day malware before zero-day happens and delivers a true Network Intrusion Detection
System that lives up to the promise.
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event of a non-payment, the ransom fee
increases or files/systems are destroyed.

